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Introduction
Let g be a Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero, with basis x 1 , . . . , x n . Let U(g) be its enveloping algebra with center Z(U(g)) and semi-center Sz(U(g)), i.e. the subalgebra of U(g) generated by the semi-invariants of U(g). Denote by D(g) the quotient division ring of U(g) with center Z(D(g)). In this paper we address the following problem: Is Z(D(g)) always rational over k ? (Dixmier' s fourth problem [13, p.354] ). This is true for a wide range of Lie algebras and we are not aware of the existence of a counterexample. See Section 2. In order to simplify things we consider the symmetric algebra S(g) which we identify with the polynomial algebra k[x 1 , . . . , x n ]. This allows us to use MAPLE for the less trivial calculations. We equip S(g) with its natural Poisson structure. Its Poisson center Y (g) coincides with the algebra S(g) g of invariants. By a celebrated result of Michel Duflo [15] , [16] , [17] there exists an algebra isomorphism between Z(U(g)) and Y (g). Rentschler and Vergne [50] later extended this to an algebra isomorphism between Sz(U(g)) and the semi-center Sz(S(g)), which is usually denoted by Sy(g). Furthermore, Z(D(g)) is isomorphic with R(g) g , the subfield of invariants of R(g), where R(g) is the quotient field of S(g). Therefore Dixmier's problem is equivalent with:
Is R(g) g always rational over k ?
We now collect some results in order to make this paper as self-contained as possible. The insiders may very well skip this part. For more information see [45] .
i(g), the index of g
For each ξ ∈ g * we consider its stabilizer g(ξ) = {x ∈ g | ξ([x, y]) = 0 for all y ∈ g}
The minimal value of dim g(ξ) is called the index of g and is denoted by i(g) [13, 1.11.6; 52, 19.7.3] . Put c(g) = (dim g + i(g))/2. This integer is sometimes called the magic number of g. An element ξ ∈ g * is called regular if dim g(ξ) = i(g). The set g * reg of all regular elements of g * is an open dense subset of g * . We recall from [13, 1.14.13 ] that
In particular, dim g − i(g) is an even number.
Moreover, equality occurs if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) g is algebraic [38, 39; 50 p.401] (2) g has no proper semi-invariants in S(g) (or equivalently in U(g)) [47, Proposition 4.1].
Commutative polarizations of g Suppose g admits a commutative
Lie subalgebra h such that dim h = c(g), i.e. h is a commutative polarization (notation: CP) with respect to any ξ ∈ g
The Poisson algebra S(g) and its center
The symmetric algebra S(g), which we identify with k[x 1 , . . . , x n ], has a natural Poisson algebra structure, the Poisson bracket of f, g ∈ S(g) given by:
In particular, S(g), {, } is a Lie algebra for which g is a Lie subalgebra since for any two elements x, y ∈ g we have that {x, y} = [x, y]. Also, for all f, g, h ∈ S(g):
{f, gh} = {f, g}h + g{f, h} (
It now easily follows that the center Y (g) of S(g), {, } is equal to {f ∈ S(g) | {x, f } = 0 ∀x ∈ g} and since {x, f } = ad x(f ) this clearly coincides with S(g) g , the subalgebra of invariant polynomials of S(g).
The Poisson bracket has a unique extension to the quotient field R(g) of S(g) such that ( * ) holds in R(g). It follows that R(g), {, } is a Lie algebra with center R(g) g , the subfield of rational invariants of R(g). R(g) is called the rational Poisson algebra [54, p. 311] . If h is a CP of g then R(h) is a maximal Poisson commutative subfield of R(g) [41, Theorem 14].
1.4
The semi-center Sy(g) of S(g) Let λ ∈ g * . We denote by S(g) λ the set of all f ∈ S(g) such that ad x(f ) = λ(x)f for all x ∈ g. Any element f ∈ S(g) λ is said to be a semi-invariant w.r.t. the weight λ. We call f a proper semi-invariant if λ = 0. Clearly, S(g) λ S(g) µ ⊂ S(g) λ+µ for all λ, µ ∈ g * . Let f, g ∈ S(g). If f g is a nonzero semi-invariant of S(g), then so are f and g. Note that S(g) 0 = Y (g). The sum of all S(g) λ , λ ∈ g * , is direct and it is a nontrivial factorial subalgebra Sy(g) of S(g) [11] , [35] , [36] . Clearly Sy(g) is graded by S(g) λ , λ ∈ g * . Moreover, it is Poisson commutative [47, p. 308] . Any nonzero semi-invariant can be written uniquely as a product of irreducible semiinvariants.
Proposition 1.2
Suppose h ∈ R(g), h = 0. Then h ∈ R(g) g if and only if h can be written as a quotient of two semi-invariants of the same weight [11] .
Assume that g has no proper semi-invariants (as it is if
by Theorem 1.1. Also, g is unimodular (i.e. tr(ad x) = 0 for all x ∈ g) by [14, Thm. 1.11] and its proof.
1.5
The canonical truncation g Λ The weights of the semi-invariants of S(g) form an additive semi-group Λ(g), which is not necessarily finitely generated [14, p. 322] . Next, we denote by g Λ the intersection of kerλ, λ ∈ Λ(g). g Λ is a characteristic ideal of g which contains [g, g] . It is called the canonical truncation of g. In most cases g Λ has a nicer structure than g. We now apply the same approach as in [10, pp. 331-334] and [37, pp. 213-214] in order to obtain the following. In fact (1), (2), (3) do not require for k to be algebraically closed. See also [5] , [23] , [25] , [50] .
. g Λ has no proper semi-invariants and so 5. Sy(g) ⊂ Y (g Λ ) = Sy(g Λ ) and equality occurs if g is almost algebraic or if g is Frobenius (i.e. i(g) = 0)
, which is the rank of the structure matrix
, where x 1 , . . . , x n is an arbitrary basis of g. Assume first that g is nonabelian. Then the greatest common divisor q g of the t × t minors in B is a nonzero semi-invariant of S(g) [10, pp. 336-337] . If g is abelian we put q g = 1.
Next, let p g be the greatest common divisor of the Pfaffians of the principal t × t minors in B. In particular, deg 
Frobenius Lie algebras
A Lie algebra g is called Frobenius if there is a linear functional ξ ∈ g * such that the alternating bilinear form B ξ (x, y) = ξ([x, y]), x, y ∈ g, is nondegenerate, i.e. i(g) = 0. In particular, R(g) g = k by Theorem 1.1. Frobenius Lie algebras form a large class and they appear naturally in different areas. For example many parabolic and biparabolic (seaweed) subalgebras of semi-simple Lie algebras are Frobenius [7] , [8] , [9] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [33] , [40] , [49] We now collect some useful facts on semi-invariants from [10] , [40] . Let g be a Frobenius Lie algebra with basis x 1 , . . . , x n . Then n is even and g has a triv-
(which is well determined up to nonzero scalar multipliers). p g is a semi-invariant with weight τ , where τ (x) = tr(ad x), x ∈ g. Theorem 1.5 Let g be Frobenius. Decompose p g into a product of irreducible factors:
(1) v 1 , . . . , v n are the only (up to nonzero scalars) irreducible semi-invariants of S(g), say with weights λ 1 , . . . , λ r ∈ Λ(g).
. . , λ r are linearly independent over k. They generate the semi-group Λ(g) and
. This is a characteristic ideal of g containing Z(g) and for which F (F (g)) = F (g). It can also be characterized as follows:
and if g is algebraic then F (g) is the smallest Lie subalgebra of g with this property.
As a special case we have the following:
and F (g) is the smallest Lie subalgebra of g with this property in case g is an algebraic Lie algebra without proper semi-invariants. F (g) played an important role in [56] .
F (g) = 0 if and only if g is Frobenius
For this reason
We call g quasi-quadratic if F (g) = g. Such a Lie algebra does not possess any proper semi-invariant. For example any quadratic Lie algebra is quasi-quadratic.
1.9 Necessary conditions for polynomiality Theorem 1.6 [47, Theorem 1.1] Let g be a Lie algebra for which the semi-center Sy(g) is freely generated by homogeneous elements f 1 , . . . , f r . Then
A Lie algebra g is called coregular if Y (g) is a polynomial algebra over k. Assume that g has no proper semi-invariants and that Y (g) is freely generated by homogeneous elements f 1 , . . . , f r . Then
8 Assume that g has no proper semi-invariants and that Y (g) is freely generated by homogeneous elements f 1 , . . . , f r . Then
Moreover, equality occurs if and only if deg f i ≤ 2, i : 1, . . . , r.
1.10 A sufficient condition for polynomiality
, are algebraically independent homogeneous invariants such that
Then, equality holds and 
and in which W is an abelian ideal. Then the following are equivalent:
Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied then W is a faithful g-module. Also,
Let L be a Lie algebra over k having an element u ∈ L such that the centralizer
Proof. First we obtain that
2. Some known positive results about Dixmier's 4th problem
The following finite dimensional Lie algebras over k satisfy Dixmier's 4th problem.
(1) Any solvable Lie algebra (Dixmier, [13, 4.4.8] ). This remains true if k is replaced by IR [3] .
(3) Any semi-simple Lie algebra L (This is a special case of (2) as Y (L) is polynomial by a theorem of Chevalley [13, 7.3 
by (5) of Theorem 1.3 and Sy(L) is polynomial by (2) of Theorem 1.5).
(5) Any biparabolic subalgebra P [48] and its truncation P Λ [28] , [29] of a simple Lie algebra of type A or C.
(6) Any maximal parabolic subalgebra P of a simple Lie algebra of type B, D or E 6 [26] .
(7) Any algebraic Lie algebra L with adjoint group G having an affine slice V ⊂ L * for the coadjoint action of L [53] . Such an affine slice exists for the coadjoint action for certain truncated [31] , [32] and non truncated [53] biparabolic subalgebras of a semi-simple Lie algebra. The following is equivalent to [45, Theorem 66] . It shows how Dixmier's 4th problem for an algebraic Lie algebra L can be reduced to that of its canonical truncation L Λ .
More recent results
The following was provided by Michel Van den Bergh. Proposition 3.1 Assume A is a polynomial algebra over k with its natural grading
be its augmentation ideal.
(1) Let u 1 , . . . , u n be a homogeneous lift of a basis of the vector space M/M 2 .
Then u 1 , . . . , u n freely generate A.
(2) Suppose A admits an additional grading (as it is if A is the semi-center of a Lie algebra). Then with respect to this, u 1 , . . . , u n can be taken to be homogeneous (apply (1) to a homogeneous basis of M/M 2 ).
Corollary 3.2
Let L be a Lie algebra such that its semi-center Sy(L) is polynomial over k. Then Sy(L) is freely generated by some semi-invariants u 1 , . . . , u s of S(L).
Theorem 3.3
Let L be an algebraic Lie algebra such that its Poisson semi-center Sy(L) is poly-
The converse of this result is not true (see examples L 9.10 and L 9.11 of Section 4). (2) of Theorem 1.3. Using Theorem 2.2 we may conclude that R(L) L is rational over k.
Corollary 3.4
In recent years many (bi)parabolic subalgebras of certain semi-simple Lie algebreas have been shown to possess a polynomial Poisson semi-center [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [28] , [29] , [57] . By the previous Theorem these (bi)parabolic subalgebras satisfy Dixmier's 4th problem.
Remark 3.5 In 2007 Oksana Yakimova [55] discovered a counterexample to the polynomiality of the Poisson semi-center of a (bi)parabolic subalgebra L, namely when L is a certain maximal parabolic subalgebra of a simple Lie algebra of type E 8 . At the same time this example is also a counterexample to a conjecture by Premet [55] . Perhaps it is also a counterexample for Dixmier's 4th problem.
Proposition 3.6
Let L = sl(2) ⊕ W be the semi-direct product of sl(2) with a sl(2)-module W with dim W ≥ 3 (= dim sl(2)). Suppose that i(L) = dim W − 3. Then W is a faithful sl(2)-module and a CP -ideal of L and L satisfies Dixmier's 4th problem.
Proof. By Proposition 1.10 the first part follows at once and also
where the latter is rational over k by a result of Katsylo [34] . See also [4] .
Proof. (1) The inclusion ⊃ is easy to verify. On the other hand take a nonzero u ∈ S(L) λ . Let x 1 , . . . , x r , y 1 , . . . , y s be a basis of L such that x 1 , . . . , x r (respectively y 1 , . . . , y s ) is a basis of L 1 (resp. of L 2 ). For m = (m 1 , . . . , m r ) and n = (n 1
for some a mn ∈ k. Next take any x ∈ L 1 . Then {x, u} = λ(x)u = λ 1 (x)u. Since {x, y n } = 0 we get
. . , u t = p nt be a k-basis of the vector space over k generated by all p n 's.
Claim. u 1 , . . . , u t are also linearly independent over k[y 1 , . . . , y s ].
Indeed, suppose
Now take any a 1 , . . . , a s ∈ k. Then
Since u 1 , . . . , u t are linearly independent over k and w i (a 1 , . . . , a s ) ∈ k it follows that w i (a 1 , . . . , a s ) = 0 for all a 1 , . . . , a s ∈ k. Hence w i = 0 for all i, establishing the claim.
Next take any y ∈ L 2 . Then {y, u} = λ(y)u = λ 2 (y)u. As {y, u i } = 0, we get
By the claim we may conclude that for all i = 1, . . . , t {y,
(2) (take λ = 0) and (3) follow easily from (1).
both rational over k. Then the same holds for R(L) L .
Proof.
(
where u
(2) Choose a basis x 1 , . . . , x m , x m+1 , . . . , x n of L such that x 1 , . . . , x m is a basis of L 1 and x m+1 , . . . , x n is a basis of L 2 . By assumption, there are z 1 , . . . , z r ; z r+1 , . . . , z s such that both R(L 1 )
So, it remains to show that z 1 , . . . , z r , z r+1 , . . . , z s are algebraically independent over k, which is equivalent with rank(J) = s, where
. . , n; j = 1, . . . , s, the Jacobian matrix.
It is easy to see that
where
. . , n; j = r + 1, . . . , s
Then rank(J) = rank(J 1 ) + rank(J 2 ) = r + (s − r) = s.
Dixmier's 4th problem for Lie algebras of dimension at most 9
First we recall [46, Theorem 53]
The following example shows that the condition that L is indecomposable cannot be removed for part (1) (which we erroneously did in [45, Theorem 53] . This has been corrected in [46] ). (2) with basis h, x, y with nonzero brackets
L 2 is the solvable Lie algebra with basis x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 and nonzero brackets
Clearly, L is a 7-dimensional nonsolvable Lie algebra. However it is not coregular since
which is not polynomial.
In view of Corollary 3.8 we may assume that L is indecomposable. Then R(L) L is rational over k:
• by (1) 
Theorem 4.6
Let L be a 9-dimensional algebraic Lie algebra. Then L satisfies Dixmier's 4th problem.
Proof. We may assume that L is indecomposable (by Corollary 3.8) and nonsolvable (by (1) of Theorem 2.1). We distinguish two cases: 
Now, suppose S = S 1 ⊕ S 2 is a direct product of 2 copies of sl (2). In particular, dim S = 6. [S, R] = 0 implies that dim R = 2 and
is a nonzero Lie algebra homomorphism, which is not injective (since dim S = 6 > 4 = dim EndR). Consequently, ker ϕ is a nontrivial ideal of S, say S 1 , and so [S 1 , R] = 0, while
is decomposable. Contradiction. Therefore S = sl(2), settling the claim. We may conclude that L Λ is a member of the list of [2] , which we used in order to prove that all algebraic Lie algebras of dimension at most 8, satisfy the Gelfand-Kirillov conjecture [27] . As a consequence L Λ is either indecomposable and nonsolvable (and thus coregular by Theorem 4.1) or it is a direct product L Λ = M ⊕ N, where M is indecomposable and nonsolvable (and thus coregular) and N is solvable of one of the following types:
(ii) N is the 2-dimensional nonabelian Lie algebra (2) L Λ = L We will proceed case by case using the classification of the 9-dimensional nonsolvable Lie algebras provided to us by Boris Komrakov. From this list we select all algebraic, indecomposable Lie algebras L for which L Λ = L (i.e. L has no proper semi-invariants). In doing so, there are only 11 cases that remain to be examined.
Notation: x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , . . . , x 9 will be a basis of L such that x 1 , x 2 , x 3 is the standard basis of sl (2) 
) of L will be given explicitly. We now distinguish two subcases.
(2a) L is coregular
In this situation we have at once that R(L) L is rational over k by (2) of Theorem 2.1 since L has no proper semi-invariants. In each of the following cases our approach is more or less the same. For this reason we will only give the explicit description of the solution for the first Lie algebra. The following 3 Lie algebras are the only ones in our list for which
is an ideal of L (1.8) we obtain:
On the other hand, the centralizer C(x 8 ) = x 1 , . . . , x 8 is of codimension one in L which implies that F (L) ⊂ C(x 8 ) by Proposition 1.11 and therefore F (L) = x 1 , . . . , x 8 , which is not commutative and so L does not contain any CP's (1.8).
Moreover,
Next, using MAPLE, we' obtain the following 3(= i(L)) homogeneous, algebraically independent (over k) elements of Y (L):
Now we observe that:
Invoking Theorem 1.9 we may conclude that:
, f ], which is polynomial over k, where
, which is polynomial over k, where
, which is rational over k.
In the following the radical W of L will be commutative and we denote by W m the standard (m + 1)-dimensional irreducible sl(2)-module.
, so Proposition 1.10 is applicable. In particular, W is CPI).
(9) L 9,9 = sl(2) ⊕ W with W = W 2 ⊕ W 2 This is the smallest counterexample to the Gelfand Kirillov conjecture [1, 2] . See also [45, Example 60] .
, which is rational over k. 
Clearly i(L) = dim W − 3 and so by Proposition 3.6 W is a CP-ideal of L and L satisfies Dixmier's 4th problem.
Let us now demonstrate that L is not coregular. Suppose on the contrary that Y (L) is freely generated by some homogeneous f 1 , f 2 , f 3 . Note that we have the following equality:
(deg p L = 0 and dim Z(L) = 0). This implies that deg f i ≤ 2, i = 1, 2, 3 by Corollary 1.8. However using MAPLE, it is easy to see that there are no such invariants. In fact 4 is the smallest degree of a nontrivial invariant. Contradiction. 
L satisfies Dixmier's 4th problem by (9) of Theorem 2.1 (or by Proposition 3.6 because i(L) = dim W 5 − 3). The fact that L 9,11 is not coregular can be shown in the same fashion as L 9,10 . Moreover, Y (L 9,11 ) = S(W 5 ) sl(2) = S(W 5 ) SL(2) by Proposition 1.10
Now suppose k = C. Then W 5 may be considered as the vector space of binary forms of degree 5 with complex coefficients (the quintics) on which SL(2, C) acts. Remark 4.7 In higher dimensions Dixmier's 4th problem will become more challenging. For instance, it may occur that for certain Lie algebras the problem is precisely equivalent to the rationality problem in invariant theory, which is still open.
